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INTRODUCTION

This is a short orientation tour, presenting our Studio from where you, as a

speaker, will be contributing to an online event. This short video is meant to

present you the essentials. We trust a large number of digital tools available in

the Studio are highly intuitive, so you only need a short Orientation Tour.

First thing, first: you received from us a link to join the studio. You don’t need to

install any software for your computer. We recommend you to use Chrome.

Firefox, Edge and Opera work as well, but not as good as Chrome.

Unfortunately, Safari, doesn’t not support our technology yet. We recommend

Chrome for the best experience. Our Studio works on almost all devices. But

for the safest experience we recommend using a computer/laptop. We don’t

recommend joining the studio from a mobile device (although that’s

technically possible)

We recommend using

Please check the Screenplay that you received from us (part of a document

called Contributor’s Instructions) and observe the time you should arrive in the

Studio, the time you are set to be On AIR and the time we recommend you to

leave the Studio. The number of seats are limited in the Studio and we kindly

ask you to observe the indications in the Screenplay.



Sometimes, the platform offers you a short welcome message containing tips to use

the studio. You can close that message. We cover its content here.

VERY IMPORTANT: please close any other source of audio from your computer,

including to stop watching our conference from your computer. Any sound

generated by your computer will follow you in the studio. You can start watching the

conference again once you exit the Studio

When you click on the Studio link, you will

be asked to allow our Studio to access your

camera and microphone. Please accept

this request. Make sure your camera lens is

clean and your microphone works fine. You

will also be asked to enter your name. We

recommend you to enter your full name. 

When you first join the Studio, you are by default in invisible mode. Our Director of

Studio will decide when to turn you visible. Inthe invisible mode, you are not seen by

the audience. You can hear what it is said by the visible guest, but you will not hear or

see other invisible guests. If you want to communicate with all guests in the studio

(visible or invisible), please use the Private Chat tool, on the right side of your screen.

An important note about the Invisible Mode (camera) and Mute Mode (microphone).

The ground rule is that the Studio Director cannot overwrite your willingness for

privacy. Example: if you mute yourself (Mic off), the Director of Studio will not be able

to to unmute you. If you make yourself invisible (Camera off), the Director will not be

able to unmute you. But if the Director of Studio mutes you or makes you invisible,

he or she will be able to reverse his action. He can do that only as long as he

previously decided to take such action. But the Director will never be able to make

you visible if you decide to become invisible. The same for your microphone.



Please mind your allotted time. We need to be strict in keeping the time

according to the schedule. As a general rule, the chair of your session will notify

you by audio means, when you are 1 minute before your time is up.

A very important digital tool in the studio is “Share your Screen”. You can find it at

the bottom of your screen, next to Camera and Microphone. The process of

sharing your screen is very similar to other video conferencing platforms, like

Zoom. Once you request to share your screen, you should expect to be prompted

with a pop-up window in which you decide what to share: your entire desktop, an

application or a tab. We recommend you to share your desktop.

 

If you don’t want to bother with that piece of technology, please let us know and

send us your slides in due time, at least 24 working hours before your

presentation. For all cases, sending your presentation in advance is a good idea:

not only that we will have it at hand if something goes wrong when sharing your

screen, but we can pre-upload it in The Engagement Hub, so that the audience

can access it later (assuming you allow this).



Please keep in mind that we want to create an engaging experience for you and

for the audience. Therefore, the Director of Studio and his team have prepared a

number of banners, tickers and overlays to enhance your contribution. In all our

humbleness, you can imagine that what we will do is similar to a news channel

studio. Having that in mind, please think about sending us 2-4 “headlines” which

you want to emphasize to the audience. We can add them while you present. The

audience will then have a bigger chance to remember your message. The Director

of Studio has some more tools to create engagement with the audience, including

changing the appearance of your speaker tile or positioning your presentation on

screen. Don’t worry, all these maneuvers are his tasks only.

If you are a chair of a programme section, you will remain in the Studio during the

entire section. Please make yourself visible and invisible when you decide, around

moments like: introducing your next speaker, going live to thank a speaker who is

about to finish or to remind her/him the time is 1 minute to finish. Please do that

by turning your camera on and off. Imagine this process similarly to a physical

stage. You turn your camera on when you stand up and walk close to the speaker

(lectern) and turn your camera off when you move away from the speaker, on the

way to your chair.

We hope this short orientation tour through our Studio helps you to envision the

logistic details of your contribution. We look forward to welcoming you to our

Studio and for that please observe the ScreenPlay (Contributors’ Instructions).

Good luck and let’s have merry work together for a successful event!


